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Background
The consequences of the 2020 crisis will require new ways of thinking, working and learning. Ensuring 
relevant lifelong learning provision is a hard nut to crack, but now more than ever, it is seen as the key to 
adapt to restructuring and changing our societies. Not only pandemics impacts our labour markets, so does 
the digital transformation. The drawbacks of digital transition have been already addressed at some degree 
in the Nordic Region, - often regarded as a digital frontrunner in Europe and globally due to its capability to 
access and use digital infrastructure. However, closing the digital skills gap and ensuring adequate provision 
of lifelong learning courses is still a challenge for the Region.
Lifelong learning that supports digital transition will be the key to ensure robust job markets. This requires a 
change of mindset, adjustments in the institutional management process, political and financial support, 
strategic partnerships and, ensuring these changes benefit the individual learners. The lifelong learning 
complexity can only be solved in partnership. Therefore, your voice matters!

What to expect from the conference?

1. At the conference you will be introduced to the main findings of the policy paper, developed for the 
occasion. The policy paper outlines different initiatives that support lifelong learning based on strategic 
partnership, namely different types of cooperation, engagement and communication with target groups, 
provision modes, as well as pedagogical and financial models.

2. You will get an insight into some Nordic initiatives – the true frontrunners in the provision of 
lifelong learning courses, and you will have a chance to get inspired from the selected four 
initiatives presenting their stories.

3. The policy paper also highlights challenges and opportunities, from which policy recommendations have 
been drafted. During the event you will be asked to engage and collectively elaborate on policy 
recommendations taking place in dedicated parallel sessions.



09.00-09.10 Welcome and introduction to the state of lifelong 
learning in the Nordic countries

Hanne Smidt, Senior Advisor, European University 
Association (EUA)/Sodergard Consulting

09.10-10.00 Presentation of four initiatives

• KomDigital: Sofie Rasmussen, Project Manager
• NITO: Trond Markussen, President
• FITech: Katri Ventus, FITech ICT Project Manager
• The Knowledge Foundation: EVA Schelin, CEO

10.00-10.10 Introducing policy recommendations

Inese Podgaiska, Secretary General, ANE

10.10-10.25 Break and joining break-out sessions

10.25-11.00 Co-creation of policy recommendations

11.00-11.10 Break and joining the plenary

11.10-12.00 Debate: Paving the way for the 
future uptake of the policy recommendations

• Annika Östergren Pofantis, Senior Expert 
Digital Skills and Jobs, European Commission

• Antra Carlsen, Head-coordinator, Nordic Network 
for Adult Learning, NVL

• Johan Tysk, President, NORDTEK
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